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Overview

 Multipart messages are common for email applications, but they are not handled 
by most browsers. 

 Export exchange already allows ZIP files to be used, and most users know how 
to deal with ZIP files.  

 Adding the ability to ZIP encode DICOMweb payloads makes it easier to be 
used for exporting and allows the resulting file to be opened in a Web browser.

 The goal of this supplement is to define an application/zip media type for 
DICOMweb and to update the ZIP File Media in PS3.12.
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Use Cases
 The primary use case is to enable researchers in analytics / machine learning that use 

DICOMweb to retrieve studies / series / collections of images for training purposes
Note: DICOMweb currently provides a means to retrieve an entire study or an entire series using a 
“multipart/related” content type; but this only allows, non-browser, implementations to retrieve the content and it 
provides the objects separately, as opposed to a bundled. This make them more difficult to import into their 
machine learning tooling.

 A secondary use case is to allow consumer use of DICOM objects, by providing a ZIP file 
containing Studies to a patient or caregiver, which is likely to be more familiar to them than a 
multipart/related response.
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Examples
Retrieve the full study:

GET https://server.com/wado/studies/2.16.124.113543

Accept: application/zip

Response: A DICOM ZIP file containing all of the DICOM instances of this study (with a DICOMDIR)

Retrieve an individual series:
GET https://server.com/wado/studies/2.16.124.113543/series/2.16.678

Accept: application/zip

Response: A DICOM ZIP file containing all of the DICOM instances for this series (with a DICOMDIR)

Specify specific transfer syntax:
GET https://server.com/wado/studies/2.16.124.113543

Accept: application/zip; transfer-syntax=1.2.840.10008.1.2.4.70

Response: A DICOM ZIP file containing all of the DICOM instances of this study (with a DICOMDIR) with a specific syntax

Retrieve a full study by URL only:
GET https://server.com/wado/studies/2.16.124.113543?accept=application/zip

Response: A DICOM ZIP file containing all of the DICOM instances of this study (with a DICOMDIR)
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application/zip Media Type Syntax

The application/zip media type has a required “type” parameter that specifies the DICOM-Media-
Type of DICOM Files in the associated payload. The syntax is:

“application/zip” “;” “type=“ dicom-media type

Where

dicom-media-type = “application/dicom” 

/ “application/dicom+json” 

/ “application/dicom+xml” 

/ “application/octet-stream”
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application/zip Media Type Semantics

 A payload encoded in a DICOM application/zip media type is a DICOM File-set (defined 
PS3.10 Section 8.1), where each DICOM File it contains has the media type of the “type” 
parameter.

 Each DICOM File contained in the File-set contains either a SOP Instance or Bulkdata.

 All DICOM Files containing SOP Instances have a File Meta Information header (defined in 
PS3.10 Section 7) and should have a file extension of “dcm”.

 All DICOM Files containing Bulkdata have a media type of application/octet-stream and 
should have a file extension of “bd”.

 The application/zip media type is optional. Implementations are not required to support it.
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Contacts

Bill Wallace
Agfa HealthCare
bill.wallace@agfa.com

Brad Generaux
Nvidia
bgenereaux@nvidia.com
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